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This note announces that a simple approximation property, known to 

hold in large classes of partially ordered locally convex spaces whose duals are 

lattice ordered (e.g., [Banach or] Fréchet spaces with closed, normal, genera

ting positive cones possessing the Riesz decomposition property), actually char

acterizes spaces with lattice-ordered duals. Some very mild and natural assump

tions about the relation of the topology and the order have to be made, but 

these are automatically satisfied in Fréchet spaces with closed normal genera

ting cones. This characterization has important consequences in the duality 

theory of certain classes of linear operators and in questions regarding approxi

mation of harmonic functions; those consequences will be taken up elsewhere. 

Let E[X] be a locally convex space, let É be its dual, and let K be a 

closed wedge in E, i.e., a closed convex set carried into itself under multiplica

tion by nonnegative scalars; let K' = -K° denote the wedge dual to K. (In 

the interesting cases K will be a cone.) K determines a wedge L(E)+ in the 

algebra L(E) of continuous linear transformations of E into itself, L(E)+ 

consisting of those transformations that carry K into itself. We shall indicate 

that an element of one of these spaces belongs to the corresponding wedge by 

saying that the element is "nonnegative" or ">0" . 

The tensor product space É ® E is isomorphic to the ideal in L(E) 

consisting of linear transformations of finite rank; if t = ^x\ <8> xt GE' <8> E, 

the corresponding linear transformation is Tt = (x —> SXx, A:J)^-)(sums indi

cated in this way are understood to be finite). Abusing notation slightly, let 

K' ® K= {Ex'; <g> x(: xtGK, x^GK'}; it is clear that K' 0 K is a wedge. 

Let P= {T^\ PeK' <8> K}. 
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PROPOSITION 1. The following two conditions are equivalent'. 

( ^ If tGE' ®E and Tte L(E)+, then tr(t) > 0 ("posi

tive operators have positive traces")', 

The identity transformation ƒ E L(E) belongs to the clo-
(2) sure of V in the topology of pointwise convergence 

("strong operator topology"). 

THEOREM. Let E satisfy the following hypotheses: 

(a) E' =K' - K' (K is weakly normal [5, p. 220]); 

(b) For each ï-zero-neighborhood V C E, the set (V n K) - (V n K) 

is also a X-zero-neighborhood (K is conormal [6, p. 91] or gives an open de

composition [4, p. 94 ff. ]). 

Then the equivalent conditions (1) and (2) of Proposition 1 above im

ply that 

(3) É is lattice ordered by K'. 

REMARK. Evidently conditions (1) and (2) force the linear hulls 
K - K and K' - K' of the respective wedges to be (weakly) dense in E and 
É respectively. Moreover, K and K' must be (proper) cones if these condi
tions hold, since then for each x EK there must exist x G K' with (x, x') > 

0 (and symmetrically). Hypothesis (a) is thus fairly natural, and (b) is natu
ral from the standpoint of relating topology and order (clearly it also forces 
E - K - K). It is well known that (b) holds if £ is complete metrizable [5, 
p. 221, Lemmas 2 or 6, p. 93, Proposition (1.2.6)] and E = K - K. For the 
present purpose it is essential to know that (b) is equivalent to the following 
condition: if E* is the algebraic dual of E, ordered by its positive cone K = 
-K°, then É is full in E*, i.e., if x* G E* is such that there exist y\ z in 
É with y < x* < z', then x* E E', and moreover the full hull in E* of an 
equicontinuous set in E! is equicontinuous, i.e., if y and z above are re
stricted to lie in an equicontinuous set, then all the x* satisfying the order 
relation form an equicontinuous set ([6, p. 95] and [7, p. 14 ff.]). (Actually 
all we use is the fact that the coarsest topology on E finer than o(E, E') for 
which K is conormal is coarser than r(E, E').) 

Rather than consider optimum hypotheses for which the implication 
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(3) =* (1) might hold, let us consider the case of a Fréchet space E ordered 
by a closed normal generating cone K. T. Andô proved in the Banach space 
case [1, p. 1167, Theorem 2] and A. Goullet de Rugy extended to Fréchet 
spaces [3, p. 163, Corollary 3.9] that in this case, (3) implies 

(4) E has the Riesz decomposition property. 

The point of having (4) available is the following. 

PROPOSITION 2. Let E[Z] be ordered by a weakly normal generating 

closed cone K with the Riesz decomposition property. Then positive tensors 

in E' ® E have positive traces. 

If E is a Banach space ordered by a closed normal generating cone, it 
is natural to consider the projective tensor product E' ®n E in this context; 
here, in view of [2, Chapter I, p. 114, Proposition 22], the natural topology 
for L(E) is that of uniform convergence on compacta. Using the results of 
[6, §1.2, p. 91 ff.], one can verify that an order-theoretic variant of the re
sult of [2] cited above is available, and one then has an equivalence between 

( 1 J If tGE' è^E and Tt > 0, then tr(t) > 0, and 

Positive approximation property: The identity 
(2^) transformation on E belongs to the closure of V 

in the topology of uniform convergence on compacta. 

A metric version of (2^) can also be given. For certain classes of or
dered Banach spaces, e.g., those possessing order units or appropriate convexi
ty properties, all those conditions are equivalent (and equivalent to the Riesz 
decomposition property). E.g., Choquet simplices are characterized by the 
fact that their spaces of affine functions possess any (or all) of the properties 
(1), (2), (lw), ( 2 J . 
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